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   EXCELLENT PROPERTY 3BR | ROOF GARDEN
WITH PRIVATE POOL | TULUM  

  Agent Info
Name: ArKadia
Company
Name:
Country: United Kingdom
Phone:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Listing details
Property for: Sale
Price: USD 777,001.82

  Location
Country: Mexico
State/Region/Province: Quintana Roo
City: Tulum
Posted: Jul 26, 2023
Description:
Welcome to our project based on the following principle:

Triangles are the strongest shape that exists. Any weight placed on them is evenly distributed on all 3
sides. They represent geometric robustness; no matter how much weight you put on any side, it will not
break.

As developers we have a responsibility to our community, owners, suppliers and people around us.
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We chose the triangle shape for its strength and practicality.

More than a villa we want our owners to feel at home, to create memories with their loved ones and
family, to enjoy their properties for many years to come. Life and energies are all about balance, and that
is what we want you to find in Tulum: the perfect balance between nature, health, work, family, love,
money, community. 

With only 6 villas on a 2500 sq. ft. lot (0.618 acres), gated with a security boot, our project assured you
privacy, security and exclusivity nestled in the jungle of Tulum.

LOCATION:

At the moment we are the closest villa project to the beach, only 4 minutes away, 10 minutes from
downtown and only 2 blocks from Kukulcan Avenue. Our neighborhood known as region 8 is the closest
to the beach, and the last one before the unbuildable national park and Tulum beach!

EXCLUSIVE COMMUNITY:
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Live in an interesting community, where all people are willing to connect with each other.

Invest in your well being and that of your family. A unique, secure and exclusive project that elevates
your lifestyle. A new beginning full of activities awaits you; start over, away from the daily chaos and
stress of the city. The time is today!

A destination that is growing in value year after year. Relax, enjoy and live the experience of belonging to
an exclusive community.

PHO4884584

SERVICES* Sewage* Electricity* Pavement* Drinking Water* 24 Hours Security

ROOMS* Balcony* Kitchen* Dining* Garden* Living* Backyard* Terrace* Toilette

ADDITIONALS* Security* Pool* Modern Style* 24 Hour Security* Estacionamiento Gratuito*
Amenities

BASIC INFO
* Suites : 3
* Bathrooms : 3
* Antiquity : Brand new
* Expenses: U$s 0

SURFACES AND MEASURES
* Land: 371.42 m2
* Roofed: 172.47 m2
* Un-roofed: 129.50 m2
* Total Surface: 302 m2
New: Yes

  Common
Bedrooms: 3
Bathrooms: 3
Finished sq. ft.: 302 sq m

  Building details
Outdoor Amenities: Pool

  Lease terms
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Date Available:

  Additional information
Website URL: http://www.arkadia.com/XFPU-T134/?utm_campai

gn=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=IM
LIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: 18686-pho4884584
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